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NOETHER'S THEOREM FOR HOPF ORDERS IN GROUP ALGEBRAS

DAVID M. WEINRAUB

Abstract. Let K be a local field with valuation ring R of residue character-

istic p containing a primitive pth root of unity fp . We state an analog to

Noether's Theorem for modules over i?-Hopf algebras and use induction tech-

niques to deduce a criterion for this analog to hold. We then construct a family

of noncommutative Hopf algebras which satisfy the criterion.

1. Introduction

If L/K is a Galois extension of number fields with group G and rings of

integers S/R, then in a natural way, L is a A^G-module and S is an RG-

module. The Normal Basis Theorem asserts that L = KG as KG-modu\es. The

analogous result does not generally hold for S and RG, even after localizing

R. In 1931, E. Noether [N] showed that locally (for all primes p of R) S = RG
as left 5G-modules if and only if the extension L/K is tame (that is, for every

prime p of R, the ramification index of any prime P of S lying over p is

relatively prime to the characteristic of the residue field R/p). In fact, the

following are equivalent:

(1) S^RG, locally, as 5G-modules.
(2) L/K is tame.
(3) The trace map S —► R is surjective.

(4) 5 is a projective 5G-module.

In 1986, L. Childs and S. Hurley [C/H] generalized the notions of tameness

and local normal basis to //-modules, where H is an 5-Hopf algebra. Their

definitions specialized to those above when IT = RG and they obtained, in par-
ticular, the result that when H is commutative, S = H locally as //-modules

if and only if S is //-tame.
Waterhouse [W] notes that the Childs/Hurley notions of tameness do not

imply the existence of local normal basis when H is noncommutative, even

for group rings over fields. The counterexample is not entirely satisfactory in

that any "natural" number theoretic example would have normal basis over the

quotient field, in accordance with a result of Kreimer and Cook [K/C].

Note that the Childs/Hurley results assume commutativity of H, yet

Noether's Theorem holds for arbitrary finite groups. Accordingly, there seems

reason to believe that analogous results should hold for (at least some) non-

commutative H (other than group algebras). We say that Noether's Theorem
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holds for a Hopf algebra H (finitely generated and projective) over a discrete

valuation ring R with quotient field K if the following are equivalent:

(1) S is a projective //-module and K <g> S = K ® H as K® //-modules.

(2) S = H as //-modules.
The only implication of interest here is ( 1 ) => (2), the other being trivial. By the

results of Childs and Hurley, if H is commutative, then H satisfies Noether's

Theorem.
In this paper we give a general criterion for H to satisfy Noether's Theorem

and construct a family of noncommutative Hopf algebras for which this crite-

rion holds. The basic induction techniques used here were first employed by

Swan [Swal], and axiomatized by Lam in the form of Frobenius functors [B,

Chapter 9].
This work is adapted from the author's doctoral dissertation at the State

University of New York at Albany, completed under the guidance of L. Childs.

2. Conventions

All rings will have unit element 1. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all

module actions are on the left. In any case, we assume 1 acts trivially. All

algebras are finitely generated and projective as modules over their base ring and

all Hopf algebras are assumed to be cocommutative. Furthermore, unadorned

tensoring is over R.

3. Hopf algebraic preliminaries

Let R be a commutative ring and let H be an /Î-Hopf algebra. Assume that

H is finitely generated and projective as an Ä-module. Denote the structure

maps of H by p (multiplication), t] (unit), A (comultiplication), e (counit),

and X (antipode).
We use the Sweedler notation for comultiplication:

A(A) = 53A(i)®A(2)-
(*)

As an example, if G is a finite group, then the group algebra RG is a Hopf

algebra with coalgebra structure given by A(g) = g®g, e(g) = 1, and antipode

map given by X(g) = g~x, for g £ G.
If A is an ^-algebra and an //-module, then A is called an //-module

algebra if the action satisfies the "measuring property" [see Swe], that is, if

A-(flô) = 5^(A(1)-a)(A(2)-ô)   and   h ■ I = e(h)l
(h)

for all h £ H and a, b £ A. For example, if L/K is a Galois extension of

fields with group G, then L is a ATG-module algebra.
If A is an //-module algebra, then we may form the smash product A#H.

As an /î-module, A#H = A® H, though we write a generator of A # H as
a # h . The algebra structure of the smash product is given by

(a#h)(b#g) = Y,a(h(i)-b)#(h{2)g).
(h)

It is easily verified that A # H is an /î-algebra with unit element 1 # 1.
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Assume now that K is a local field with uniformizing parameter n , ring of

integers R, and residue field characteristic p . Also, suppose that R contains

C, a primitive pth root of unity and that H is an /?-Hopf algebra of rank p

over R. Then by [T/O], H must be one of the Tate-Oort algebras H = Hb =

R[x]/(xp - bx), where b = u7i~(P-l)k, u is a unit in R, and 0 < k < e =

ramification index of the extension K/QP(Ç). (In the interests of brevity, we

omit the description of the comultiplication on Hb . For such a description, see

[T/O].) Furthermore, Hb is an /?-orderin KCP = the group algebra of Cp over

K, where Cp = (a) is the cyclic group of order p. That is, K ® Hb = KCP
as A^-Hopf algebras. In fact, denoting the image of x in Hb by ¿¡, we can

identify the image of t\ in KCP using the equation

« = -*-* ¿Zx(m)am

where x '■ ̂*P —* Z//?Z ç /? is the unique multiplicative section of the residue

map Zp -+ Ip/pIp = Fp .

4.   ^-THEORETIC PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we state some basic results in the ^-theory of Hopf alge-

bras. Since most of the results here are simply Hopf algebraic generalizations

of analogous group algebra statements, we only sketch the proofs, referring the

interested reader to [Swal] for the details.

Let A be a ring, not necessarily commutative. The Grothendieck group

&(A) is an abelian group defined by generators and relations as follows: &(A)

has one generator [M] for each isomorphism class M of finitely generated

^-modules. '3(A) has one relation of the form [M] = [M'] + [M"] for each
exact sequence of finitely generated left A -modules

0 -► M' -> M -► M" -► 0.

An easy induction argument shows that if

0 = X0 < Xx < X2 < • •• < X„ = X

is a composition series for an yi-module X, then

[X] = YJ[Xi]   inW(A).

Accordingly, if A is Artinian, then the Jordan-Holder Theorem shows that

&(A) is freely generated by the isomorphism classes of simple ^-modules. In

particular, if A is semisimple, then the rank of S'(A) is simply the number of

minimal idempotents in A , by Wedderburn's Theorem. We summarize with

(4.1) Theorem. If A is semisimple, then &(A) is a free abelian group generated

by the isomorphism classes of simple A-modules.

The group &(A) is defined similarly, except that one uses finitely generated

projective left ^-modules. It is well known [Swa2, Lemma 4.1, for example]

that for two projective ^-modules P and Q, [P] = [Q] in 9*(A) if and only

if P and Q are stably isomorphic, that is, P © F = Q® F for some free
module F . If R is a complete discrete valuation ring and A is an /?-algebra,

finitely generated as an Ä-module, then the Krull-Schmidt Theorem holds for
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A [R2, Exercise Chapter 6]. This means that every finitely generated ^4-module

admits a unique decomposition into indecomposable direct summands. It then

follows that [P] = [Q] in 9(A) if and only if P S Q. In this case, 9(A) is
a free abelian group generated by the isomorphism classes of indecomposable

projective modules. In summary,

(4.2) Theorem. If R isa complete discrete valuation ring and A is an R-algebra

that is finitely generated as an R-module, then 9(A) is freely generated by the

isomorphism classes of indecomposable projective A-modules.

We henceforth assume that R is at least a Dedekind domain and that H is

an /?-Hopf algebra, finitely generated and projective as an /?-module. Under

these hypotheses, we have

(4.3) Proposition. 9(H) is a ring.

The multiplication is induced by the tensor product, [M] • [N] = [M ® N],

where the //-module structure on M ® N is induced by pulling back the

(// ® //)-module structure via A. That is,

h-(m®n) = 5^(A(i) • m) ® (h{2) • n),

W

for h £ H, m £ M, and n £ N. Of course, the unit element for this multipli-

cation is [R] where R is the trivial //-module via the counit e : //-»/?.

The ring structure of 9(H) is compatible with the additive structure of

9(H) in that we have the following.

(4.4) Proposition. 9(H) is a module over 9(H).

The multiplication is induced by tensor product, as above. The proof basi-

cally entails showing that if M is any module and P is projective then M ® P

is projective. This, in turn, reduces to showing that for a free //-module F,

the module M ® F is free. For this, it suffices to show that M ® H is free.

But this essentially the statement of [Theorem 4.1.1 of Swe], which is stated for

Hopf algebras over fields, but also holds over arbitrary commutative rings if the

Hopf algebra H is finitely generated and projective.

The next theorem forms the basis for much of the work in the next section.

(4.5) Theorem (Swan's Triangle). For any ideal I of R, there is a unique map

y/] : 9(K ® H) —> 9(H/IH) such that the following diagram commutes:

9(H)        -±+        G(K ® H)

9(H/IH)

For a proof, see [B, Chapter 10, Proposition 1.1]. Note: the map ;* : 9(H) ->

9(K®H) simply sends a generator [M] to [K<8>M] and the map <£/. : 9(H) ->

9(H/IH) simply send a generator [M] to [M/IM].
By the uniqueness of y/¡ and the observation that <¡>¡-( 1 ) = 1, we see that

¥7(1) = 1.
If / is an R-tionf subalgebra of J, we say that J is admissible for H if

H is finitely generated and projective as both a left and right /-module. In this
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case, we obtain maps called, respectively, induction and restriction,

Indj1 = lnd = L:9(J)^9(H),

Indj = Ind = i, : 9(J) -» 9(H),

Res? = Res = i* : 9(H) - 9(J),

Res" = Res = i* : 9(H) -> ̂ (/),

by defining lnd([M]) = [// ®y M] and Res([Af]) = [Af].
A well-known induction result in group representation theory is Frobenius

Reciprocity (sometimes called the tensor identity). In fact, it holds for Hopf

algebra representations, in general.

(4.6) Theorem. If J is an admissible sub-Hopfalgebra of H, M isa J-module,
and N is an H-module, then

(H ®j M) ® TV =■ H ®j (M ® N),

as H-modules where

(H ®y M)® N is an H-module via

h • ((h' ® m) ® n) = ^((A(1)/V ® m) ® (h(2) • n)),

(h)

H ®j (M ® N) is an H-module via

h-(h' ®(m®n)) = hh' ®(m®«),    and

M ® N is a J-module via

j-(m®n) = 5^C/'(i) • m) ® (j(2) • n).
U)

In the notation introduced above, we have

U(x)y = i*(xi*(y))   for all x £ 9(J), y £ 9(H).

Proof. The following maps are verified to be inverse //-module isomorphisms:

<D: (// ®j M) ® N -» H ®j (M®N),

0((A ® m) ® n) = ^2 h(i) ® (m ® n(2) ' n)
(h)

and

V: H ®j (M ® N) -+ (H ®j M) ® N,

x¥(h®(m®n)) = '^(h(x)®m)®h{2)-n.   D

(A)

If ^ is a collection of admissible sub-Hopf algebras of H, then we obtain

an induced map Ind: ($9(J) —► ^(//) where the summation runs over all the

sub-Hopf algebras J of H in the collection ^ . Let 9<#(H) denote the image

of this map. We say that £? is cofinite for H if the quotient group 9(H)/9^(H)
is finite. In this case, there exists an integer e such that e9(H) ç 9%-(H). We
call such an e an (induction) exponent for the collection W . We do not require
that e be minimal. With this notation, Frobenius Reciprocity immediately

yields an important corollary.
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(4.7) Corollary.  9&(H) is an ideal in 9(H).

One consequence of Swan's Triangle and Frobenius Reciprocity is that in

searching for cofinite collections for H over R, it suffices to find collections

whose base extensions to K are cofinite for K® H. Precisely, we have

(4.8) Theorem. Let W be an admissible collection of sub-Hopf algebras for H

and suppose that K ®W = {K ® J : J £ <&} is cofinite for K®W with exponent
e. Then

(a) For any ideal I of R, &/I = {J/IJ: J £ %} is cofinite for H/IH with
exponent e .

(b) fê is cofinite for H with exponent e2.

Proof. The key observation is that 9g- is an ideal in 9. Hence it suffices to

show that e £ &9/lW(H/IH) and e2 £ 9mw(K ® H).

(a) Let fa-.H^ H/IH be the canonical map and </>/. : 9(H) -» 9(H/IH)
the induced map. The map y/¡ of Swan's Triangle (Theorem 4.5) commutes

with induction, hence y/¡ maps 9K^(K ® H) into 99/I^(H/IH). Clearly,
;'*(1) = 1. Therefore, y/¡(\) = y/i(j*(l)) = <t>i*(l) = 1 • Hence, e = y/i(e) £

y/,(9K^(K ® H)) C 9^/MH/IH). This proves (a).
(b) First note that extension j* commutes with induction U from sub-Hopf

algebras, hence fa maps 9g-(H) into 9K^(K ® H). Furthermore, this is
surjective by the proof of the exactness of the sequence in [Swa2, Lemma 1.1].

Since e £ 9K^(K ® H), there is an x £ 9%(H) such that j*(x) = e =

j*(e). By the exact sequence mentioned above, x - e = £ 4>*p(xp), where the

sum extends over all prime ideals p of R and each xp e 9(H/pH). If we

let (f)p: H -► H/pH be the canonical map and <p*p: 9(H/pH) -+ 9(H) the
restriction map, we have

ex - el = ¿2 e^xp) = zZ ̂ exp)-

Now exp £ 9w/p(H/pH) by part (a), so it follows that 4>*p(exp) £ 9%(H)

for each p. Thus, ex - e2 £ 9&(H). Since 9^(H) is an ideal in 9(H),
x £ 9<g(H) implies that ex £ 9W(H). Hence, e2 £ 9%(H). This proves
(b).    D

In order to exploit this result, we need some cofinite collections for K ® H.

When K ® H is a group algebra KG, this is realized with the following well-

known theorem [S, Section 9.2, for example].

(4.9) Theorem (Artin induction). Suppose G is a finite group and K is afield.
Let %? be the collection of all subgroup algebras KC, where C is a cyclic

subgroup of G. Then W is cofinite for KG and the order of G serves as an
induction exponent for &.

We finish this section with some general observations about induction in

group algebras. Let KG be a group algebra and suppose that ^ and 3! are
collections of subgroup algebras of KG. If every C £W is contained in some

D £ 2¡, we say that the ^ is a refinement of 2S. If every C £ W has a

conjugate contained in some D 6 3¡, we say that ^ is a conjugate refinement

of 2 . We then have two observations.

(4.10) Proposition. If *£ is cofinite and a refinement of 2¡, then 2¡ is cofinite.
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Proof. This is simply transitivity of induction. Let e be an induction exponent

for W and let C CD with C £ & and D £ 2. Then for any /sTC-module
M, we have

lndKKGc(M) S lndKKGD(lndKKDc(M)).

It follows that 9W(KG) ç 9S(KG). Therefore, e9(KG) ç 9W(KG) ç 9S(KG).
Hence, 2 is cofinite.   D

(4.11) Lemma. If C and D are conjugate subgroups of G, then

\ndlGc:9(KC)^9(KG)   and   lndKKGD: 9(KD) -► 9(KG)

have the same image.

Proof. In fact, we show that every KG-modvXt induced from a KC is isomor-
phic to a module induced from KD. Let C = xDx~x, t £ G, and suppose

that M is a AC-module. Define a KD-module structure on M by letting
ô: m = (xSx~x) -m forô£D and m £ M. We define a map

y/ : KG ®KC M -> Ä"C7 ®/¡:0 Ai,

a ® m^ ax ® m.

This is clearly a AG-linear isomorphism, provided that it is well defined. We

need to show that y/(oy®m) = y/(a® ym) for all a £ G, y £ C, and m £ M.

Computing,

y/(ay ®m) = ayx ®m = axa ®m, for some ô £ D

— ax ® S: m = ax ® (t<5t_1) • m

= ax ® ym = ^(r/ ® ym),     as required.   D

(4.12) Corollary. If fê is cofinite and a conjugate refinement of 2¡, then 3 is

cofinite.

5. Noether's Theorem

In this section we determine a general criterion for Noether's Theorem to hold

for a Hopf algebra. We then construct a family of nontrivial noncommutative

Hopf algebras and use the criterion to show that Noether's Theorem holds for

this family. In this context, nontrivial means not a group algebra.
Let R be a discrete valuation ring with quotient field K, and let H be an

jR-Hopf algebra, finitely generated and projective as an /î-module. We say that

Noether's Theorem holds for H if the following are equivalent:

(1) S is a projective //-module and K ®S = K® H as K® //-modules.

(2) S ^ H as //-modules.
The only implication of interest here is (1) => (2), the other being trivial. By
the results of Childs and Hurley [C/H, Theorem 5.2], if H is commutative,

then H satisfies Noether's Theorem.

It is a technical simplification to assume that R is complete. This is no loss

of generality because two //-modules are isomorphic if and only if their com-

pletions are isomorphic [Rl, §1, (19)]. Thus, we may assume R complete and
then the Krull-Schmidt Theorem holds for //-modules (cf. comment preceding

Theorem 4.2).
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(5.1) Proposition. The following are equivalent (recall that j: R -> K is the

inclusion):

(a) fa : 9(H) -» 9(K ® H) is injective.
(b) If M, N are projective H-modules and K ® M = K ® N as K ® H-

modules, then M = N as H-modules.

Proof, (a) => (b) : Suppose that j* is injective and M, N are projective H-
modules with K®M^K®N as K® //-modules. Then j*([M]) = j*([N]).
By injectivity, we have [M] = [N]. But now Theorem 4.2 implies M = N.

(b) => (a) : If x = [M]-[N] e ker;*, then [K®M] = [K®N]. Since K®H
is semisimple, we have K ® M = K ® N. By the assumption (b), we have that

M = N and therefore x = [M] - [N] = 0. Hence, j* is injective.   D

(5.2) Corollary. If ;'» : 9(H) -> 9(K ® H) is injective, then Noether's Theorem

holds for H.

The map fa : 9(H) —» 9(K ® H) is injective, hence Noether's Theorem
holds for //, if H is commutative. For a proof, see [Swal, Lemma 6.2] or

[C/H, Theorem 5.2]. We now show that if H is rich enough in the right kind
of admissible sub-Hopf algebras, then Noether's Theorem holds for H.

(5.3) Theorem. Noether's Theorem holds for H if and only if H has a cofinite

collection W of admissible sub-Hopf algebras such that j* : 9(J) —► 9(K ® J)
is injective for all J £ W.

Proof. The necessity is obvious for if Noether's Theorem holds for H then the
collection W = {//} does the job. For the sufficiency, it suffices to show that

;, : 9(H) -► 9(K ® H) is injective.
Let x £ 9(H) and suppose that j*(x) = 0. Let N be an exponent for the

collection W. Then we have

7V = ^it/.(^)   in 9(H),

where xv £ 9(JV), Jv £ ^, and iv: Jv —* H is the inclusion map and

i„« : 9(JV) —> 9(H) is the induction map. By admissibility of Jv , we have

i*(x) £ 9(JV). (Recall that /'* : 9(H) -> 9(JV) is the homomorphism induced

by restriction.) Since 9(JV) is a module over 9(JV ), we have xvi*v(x) £ 9(JV)

and the following equalities in 9(K ® Jv) for each v :

j*(xvi*v(x)) = jm(xv)fa(i*v(x)) = j,(xv)il(j*(x))

= j,(xv)it(0)=j,(xv)0 = 0.

By hypotheses ;»: 9(JV) -» 9(K ® Jv) is injective. Therefore, xvi*v(x) = 0.

Now we have the following in 9(H) :

Nx = ^iv,(xv)x

= ^2 iv(xvil(x)),    by Frobenius Reciprocity (4.6)

= 5>.(0) = 0.

So Nx = 0 in 9(H). But 9(H) is a free abelian group, by Theorem 4.2.
Therefore, x = 0. This proves that ;', : 9(H) —> 9(K ® H) is injective.   D

We now construct our family of Hopf algebras for which Noether's Theorem

holds. Let Cp = (a) be a cyclic group of prime order p , let Cn = (t) be a cyclic
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group of order n and suppose that C„ acts faithfully on Cp via = x • a = aa ,

where a £ F* = (Z/pZ)*. Let G = CpCn denote the semidirect product of

Cp and Cn via this action. Let K be a local field with valuation ring R and

maximal ideal nR containing p . Also assume that Ç = Çp is a primitive pih

root of unity in R.
Let ^ : F* -» Z/pZ ç R be the unique multiplicative section of the residue

map Zp -, Zp/pZp = ¥p .
Let Hb, b = U7ik(-P~x), be a Tate-Oort Hopf algebra order in KCP with

algebra generator

{ = -*"*  J2x(m)am.

The action of Cn on Q makes KCP into a A" C„ -module algebra and we

may form the smash product

KCp#KCn*K[CpCn}*K[G].

(5.4) Proposition. Under the restricted action, Hb is an RC'„-module algebra.

Proof. The measuring property follows from the measuring property over K.

We merely need to show that Hb is invariant under the action of RC„ . By the
measuring property, it suffices to check that the algebra generator £ of Hb is

mapped back into Hb by x.

x . f = x • f -n~k £ x(x)ax ] = -n-k £ X(x)x • (ax)

V        y&*p )
That is, t • ¿l = ^(a-1)^ e Hb , as required,    n

Since //¿, is /?C„-invariant, we may form the smash product H — Hb#RC„ .

Observe that extending the base to K yields

K®H = K® (Hb#RCn) ^(K® Hb) ®K (K ® RC„)

S KCP ®k KCn S K[CpCn] S K[G].

So H is a nontrivial noncommutative Hopf algebra order in the group alge-

bra KG. Furthermore, H contains the two commutative admissible sub-Hopf

algebras Hb and RC„.
To show that {Hb, RC„} is cofinite for H, it suffices to show that {KCP,

KCn} is cofinite for KG, by Theorem 4.8. That is, we may show that the

collection W - {Cp, Cn} is cofinite for the group G = CpCn over the field K.

We record the following properties of G as a lemma, whose proof is straight-

forward.

(5.5) Lemma. Let G = CPC„ , with xax~x = aa, a £ F*.

(a) Every element x £ G may be expressed in the form x = asx', with

s £Z/pZ, t eZ/nZ.
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(b) xiaj = aa'xJ.

(c) (auxv)~x = a-ua~'x-v.

(d) (auxv)(asxt)(a"xv)-x = ou+a"s-aVuxv .

(5.6) Proposition. Every cyclic subgroup C of G (except the normal subgroup

Cp itself) is conjugate to a subgroup of Cn = (x).

Proof. This is just a computation using the lemma. If asx' is a generator for

C, we seek u and v such that

(auxv)(asx')(auxv)'x = x< £ (x) = Cn.

But the left side reduces to au+aVs-Q'uxv = x'. It suffices to take v = 0. This

leaves us with the task of solving the congruence

u + s - a'u = 0    (modp)

or

u(al - I) = s   (modp).

But since asx' £ Cp, we have x' ^ 1. This implies that x' acts nontrivially

on a, by the faithfulness of the action of Cn on Cp . But x' • a = aa' so

a' ^ 1   (modp).  Therefore, a' - 1  is a unit modp and we may solve for

u = s/(a' - 1) £ Z/pZ. This completes the proof.   D

(5.7) Proposition. Cp = (a) is the only abelian subgroup of G whose order is
divisible by p.

Proof. Let A be any such subgroup. Since p divides the order of A, it must

have an element of order p, by Sylow's Theorem. But the only elements of

order p are in Cp and any one of these generates Cp so Cp < A. If <tV £ A ,

then x' £ A. It follows x' commutes with every element of Cp. By the

faithfulness of the action, we must have xl = 1. Therefore, A < Cp . Hence,
A = CP.

We now state the main theorem of this section.

(5.8) Theorem. Noether's Theorem holds for H = Hb#RCn .

Proof. By Artin's Theorem, the collection of cyclic subgroups of G is cofinite

for G. By Propositions 5.6 and 5.7, we see that the collection {Cp, C„} is

a conjugate refinement for the collection of cyclic subgroups of G, hence is

also cofinite for G, by Proposition 4.12. By Theorem 4.8, this implies that

{Hb,RCn} is cofinite for //. Hence, Noether's Theorem holds for H, by

Theorem 5.3.   D

Application. If f(x) £ K[x] is a solvable polynomial of prime degree p , then
the Galois group of / (that is, the Galois group G of the extension L/K,
where L is a splitting field for /) is a subgroup of the holomorph of Cp,

Hol(Cp) = CpAut(Cp) = CpC„, n - p - 1. For simplicity, assume that G =
CpCn and let H = Hb#RC„ be a Hopf order in KG as before. Let 5" be the
valuation ring of L and following [Ta], set T = {t £ S: Ht C S} . Then T is
clearly an //-module and by the measuring property of the //-action, T is a

subring of 5". In fact, T is an //-module algebra order in L so we have

K®T^L^KG^K®H
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as //-modules, the isomorphism L = KG deriving from the classical normal

basis theorem.

To apply Noether's Theorem to the extension T/R, it remains to show that

T is //-projective. Let

U = TH" = {t e T: ht = e(h)t for all h £ Hb},

the fixed ring of T under Hb . Since Hb is generated as an algebra by ¿, and

e({) = 0, it follows that U = {t £ T: <Jr = 0}.

(5.9) Proposition.   U is invariant under the action of RC„ on L.

Proof. Let u £ U. We need to show that xu £ U, that is, we must show that

£,(xu) = 0. But

{(«)= [-n-kY,X(x)axY(xu)

= \[-n-kY,X(x)axx)u

= {-n-kYJX(^y)oayx)u

= X(<*)(-n~kY.X(y)™y)u

= *(a)Ti(lO = 0

since u £ U . That is, ¿¡(xu) = 0 so xu e U, proving that U is RC„-invariant.
Now we have an exact sequence of Hopf algebras

0 - Hb -» H - ÜC„ - 0.

By [G], the extension T/R is //-tame (i.e., IhT = R, where /# is the set

of integrals in //) if and only if T/U is (U ® Hb)-tame and Í//A is RCn-
tame. The integrals of RCn are generated by X)T' • Since « = p - 1 is a unit

in R, the integral j¡ YlT' °f ^C„ maps 1 £ U to 1 e /?. This shows that
IRCU = R, so [///? is Z?C„-tame. Thus, T/Ä is //-tame if and only if T/U
is (í/®//¿)-tame.

Let E = K®U = K® (TH>) = (K ® T)K®H» = LKC> = Lc-. Then L/£ is a

cyclic extension of degree p and since Çp £ E, L/E is a Kummer extension.
Accordingly, let L = E[z], zp = w £ U, where the action of Cp on L

is given by o(z) = ^z . We also assume that w — 1 + rîT^"1"1 is a unit in /?,

where ?Ti is a uniformizer for 17, r is a unit in U and our Hb is the Tate-Oort

algebra with b = un~k{-p~^ . With this assumption, T/U is (Í7 ® //¿,)-Galois
[C, Theorem 14.3], hence (U®Hb)-tame [C/H, Proposition 2.3]. It follows that
T/R is //-tame and hence 7 is projective as an //-module [C/H, Theorem

5.1].
We may now apply Noether's Theorem to conclude that T = H as H-

modules.   G
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